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Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear Gloves - Size Small
NC-35088

Keep your classroom safe with these Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear gloves. 

100 gloves per box, size Small.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$14.95

Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear Gloves - Size Medium
NC-34491

Keep your classroom safe with these Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear gloves. 

100 gloves per box, size Medium.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$14.95

Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear Gloves - Size Large
NC-34492

Keep your classroom safe with these Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear gloves. 

100 gloves per box, size Large.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$14.95

Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear Gloves - Size Extra Large
NC-35090

Keep your classroom safe with these Disposable Vinyl Powder-Free Clear gloves. 

100 gloves per box, size Extra Large.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$14.95

Face Mask Personal Protective Equipment Supply Set
NC-210017

Face mask personal protective equipment supply set includes: 1 pack of face 

shields (10 per pack), 2 boxes of adult face masks 3-ply blue (50 per box), and 3 

boxes of child face masks (50 per box).
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$249.95



$46.95 $46.95

$110.95 $110.95

$36.95 $36.95

$39.95 $39.95

Youth Cloth Masks Gray - Set of 20
NC-34915

These youth masks are more comfortable than ever before! Each mask is 

breathable, soft, washable, and reusable. 40% polyester/60% cotton blend for faster 

drying and more breathability. Wicking cool comfort fabric for moisture control. 

Measures 6"W x 4"L, has 5"ear loop. Up to 20 uses. Includes 20 masks, 4 sets of 5.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$46.95

Washable Adult-Sized Cloth Masks - Gray - Set of 50
NC-34967

Adult face masks are breathable and washable. Each mask is made of 100% cotton 

and is moisture wicking. Masks measure 7"W x 5"H and have a 7" extendable ear 

loop and a 3 1/2" bendable nose wire for added structure and stability. 3-ply cotton 

constuction, these are 100% reusable/washable. Masks are machine washable, but 

need to air dry. Do not use bleach when washing. Up to 20 washes.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$110.95

Adult Face Mask 3-Ply - Blue - Set of 50
NC-34494

Adult-sized 3-ply blue disposable face mask with ear loops. 50 masks per box. The 

layered aspect of the mask allows it to be breathable and provide protection from 

allergens, dust, pollen, and illness. Included in the construction of the mask is a 

bendable nose wire for the ultimate fit.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$36.95

Child-Size Disposable Face Masks - Box of 50
NC-34786

Child-sized 3-ply blue disposable face masks with ear loops. 50 masks per box. 

Depending on the child's size, these masks are for children 3 years - 12 years old. 

Included in the construction of the mask is a bendable nose wire for the ultimate fit.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$39.95



$59.95 $59.95

$59.95 $59.95

$144.95 $144.95

Reusable Adult-Sized Face Shield - Set of 5
NC-35338

Providing best in class protection, this durable and long-lasting 180-degree face 

shield is designed to do it all. The enclosed top

prevents anything from reaching the face from above while including two small ports 

for airflow and anti-fog. This feature gives users the perfect balance of comfort, 

quality, and protection. The shield head strap features a 1/8" thick closed cell 

comfort foam, providing the maximum stability and comfort to wearers. The strap is 

safe for everyone; designed latex free with FDA approved allergy friendly non-latex 

rubber. The face shield is adjustable for use around helmets, bump caps, hats, and 

heads. The strap, shield, and visor are reusable and may easily be cleaned or 

replaced. All parts made in the USA.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$59.95

Reusable Child-Sized Face Shield - Set of 5
NC-35339

Providing best in class protection, this durable and long-lasting 180-degree face 

shield is designed to do it all. The enclosed top

prevents anything from reaching the face from above while including two small ports 

for airflow and anti-fog. This feature gives users the perfect balance of comfort, 

quality, and protection. The shield head strap features a 1/8" thick closed cell 

comfort foam, providing the maximum stability and comfort to wearers. The strap is 

safe for everyone; designed latex free with FDA approved allergy friendly non-latex 

rubber. The face shield is adjustable for use around helmets, bump caps, hats, and 

heads. The strap, shield, and visor are reusable and may easily be cleaned or 

replaced. All parts made in the USA.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$59.95

Child-Sized Face Shields - Set of 40
NC-35082

This face shield is perfect for all of your PPE needs. Shields are sized to fit children 

and are disposable after use. This large set includes 5 boxes of shields, with each 

containing 8.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$144.95



$34.95 $34.95

$18.95 $18.95

$59.95 $50.96

Face Mask Clips - Purple - Set of 10
NC-34885

These silicone clips allow users to extent the size of face masks and to make them 

more comfortable. Make for a tighter fit and improved form around the face. Simply 

hook the mask strings on the clip and place on your face to protect your ears. 

Material is flexible, soft TPR. Clips measure 7 1/2"L. Includes 10 clips.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$18.95

Managing Infectious Diseases in Child Care and Schools, 5th Edition
NC-34347

This award-winning guide provides child care directors, teachers, and caregivers 

with essential information on the prevention and management of infectious diseases 

in group care settings. The newly revised and updated fifth edition is aligned with the 

most recent version of the premier AAP source of information on infectious 

diseases, Red Book®: 2018-2021 Report of the Committee on Infectious Diseases, 

31st Edition. The robust section of more than 55 quick reference fact sheets on 

common infectious diseases and symptoms has been expanded and forms have 

been updated. Paperback. 257 pages.

$50.96

Adult Face Shield - Set of 10
NC-34599

This face shield is perfect for all of your PPE needs. Meets EN166 standards and is 

latex-free. Shields measure 8.66"L x 13.0"W, making them large enough to wear 

face masks underneath. Face shields are disposable after use. Box includes 10 face 

shields. Remove protective covering on both sides for clarity.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$34.95



$9.99 $8.49

$399.95 $399.95

$2,219.20 $2,219.20

Touch Panel UV Sterilizer & Dryer
80-32638 • Page #224

Amazing UV sterilizer sanitizes more than bottles -- sippy cups, stuffed animals, 

electronic devices, and more. Unit is equipped with dual UV bulbs to ensure the 

quality sterile power. Our State-of-Art RapidDry dual ventilation system is designed 

to give fast and efficient drying. Our Patent pending low-heat technology and PTC 

precise heating element. FDA approved. Sterilizer size is 13.8" x 11.5" x 16.5".
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$399.95

20 Second Hand Washing Timer
NC-147757

3 years & up. Healthy hands mean healthy kids! Help your little ones build essential 

hygiene habits to last a lifetime with the 20-Second Handwashing Timer from 

Learning Resources. Perfect for bathrooms, classrooms, or wherever sinks are 

found, this fund interactive timer provides visual and audio cues to let kids and 

adults alike know when they've hit their recommended handwashing goals. Simply 

tap the timer, take three seconds to grab some soap, then start scrubbing while the 

light is lit. When the timer hits 20 seconds, you'll hear a little beep to let you know it's 

time to stop! Each timer is small enough to fit in even compact spaces; decorated 

with fun soap bubbles, timers also form an important step in keeping homes and 

classrooms healthy during cold and flu season. Measures 2.75"L x 2.75"W.

$8.49

Space Saver See-Thru Island Crib Divider
NC-71181

Conquer germs and sound in one! These panels act as a barrier between cribs and 

help divide large rooms. The panels not only offer a sound barrier for uninterrupted 

sleep when setup around cribs or mats, but they also decrease airborne illnesses 

and the spread of germs. The panels are see-thru and allow for easy cleaning and 

viewing. Separate up to 4 cribs. Measures 76.5"L x 126"W x 59.5"H. Structure built 

weighs 172 lbs. Assemble required. Cribs pictured not included.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for delivery.

$2,219.20



$277.95 $236.26

$149.95 $149.95

$509.95 $433.46

$49.95 $42.46

Social and Emotional Foundation Kit (40+ Pieces)
10-63776 • Page #76

3 years & up. Invite children into a safe place to sort, share, and work through their 

emotions. This area provides a comfortable place to use a variety of engaging social 

and emotional materials and self-discovery tools that encourage children to identify 

what they are feeling and find appropriate ways to handle their emotions. While 

sitting in the Comfort Zone, children can choose from the included Worry Eater, 10 

books,

12-piece poster set, 8 puzzles, 6 self-reflective mirrors, 3 huggers, and the complete 

Flower Feelings Learning Kit. Comfort Zone measures

48"L x 29"W x 12"H.

$433.46

Social and Emotional Encouragement Book Set (Set of 7)
10-51187 • Page #288

3 years & up. Children, therapists, and teachers will benefit from this collection of 

titles full of encouragement and support. Lessons abound from support in the face of 

common childhood fears to the will of a hearing impaired child to dance. A must for 

every classroom!

$42.46

Trauma Information Care Toolbox 2
NC-34409

Tragedy and trauma affect everyone including young children. Often young children 

have difficulty understanding what is going on or how to deal with the emotions they 

are feeling. Use these materials and resources to help educate and comfort children 

and families impacted by trauma.

$236.26

Social-Emotional Learning Kit for Preschool
10-63055 • Page #18

3 years & up. The hands-on exploratory nature of studies in the classroom taps into 

children's natural curiosity, resulting in a learning environment that is both fun and 

intentional. This Social-Emotional Learning Kit offers a wide range of tools and 

materials to support and encourage rich dialogue about feelings and self. Kit 

includes: 12 Emotion Stones, Know Your Emotions Book Set (4 Books), Photo 

Display, and 2 Emotion Mirrors.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

$149.95



$34.99 $29.74

$816.05 $816.05

$285.95 $243.06

Large Space Divider
NC-71184

Create safe and healthy classroom environments with this see-thru divider. Acting 

as a barrier between cribs, this divider panel is also an effective tool for creating 

physically-distanced learning spaces or

multi-use areas in large rooms. Flexible and functional, this panel offers a sound 

barrier that supports uninterrupted sleep when placed around cribs or mats while 

also helping decrease the spread of germs and airborne illnesses. Panel is see-thru 

for easy viewing and cleaning.

Separate up to 2 cribs. Measures 63"L x 20"W x 59.5"H. Structure built weighs 62 

lbs. Assembly required. Cribs pictured not included.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for delivery.

$816.05

4-Station Clear Table Divider Shields - 47.5" x 29.5" x 16"
NC-35406

These new table divider shields give your students the ability to achieve physical 

separation and social distancing, while still being able to engage with one another 

and teachers. Easy to clean, just apply soap and water. Easily reposition and move 

with no necessary installation.

Dividers may also be used in other situations outside of learning centers. Measures 

47.5"L x 29.5"W x 16"H.
• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for

delivery.

$243.06

Social Distance Discs - Set of 30 Colored Foam Circle Mats
NC-147760

3 years & up. Keep classrooms healthy during cold and flu season with the Social 

Distance Discs from Learning Resources. These durable multicolor foam discs help 

give kids an easy visual lesson in the social distancing recommendations that help 

stop the spread of sickness.

Simply spread the Social Distance Discs out on the floor, then use the included 

measuring cord to make sure there's enough space between them. This reusable 

cord measures more than 6.5" long, which makes it easy to measure out distances 

that conform to both American and European social distancing guidelines. Made 

from soft, washable foam, the discs are a snap to sanitize. Plus, with 30 discs in all, 

you'll have enough for the entire class! The Social Distance Discs also come with an 

Activity Guide filled with ideas for how to teach your kids new healthy

habits! Mats are 10" in diameter.

$29.74



$405.95 $345.06

$509.39 $509.39

$139.95 $118.96

Space Divider
NC-71201

Create safe and healthy classroom environments with this see-thru divider. Acting 

as a barrier between cribs, this divider panel is also an effective tool for creating 

physically-distanced learning spaces or

multi-use areas in large rooms. Flexible and functional, this panel offers a sound 

barrier that supports uninterrupted sleep when placed around cribs or mats while 

also helping decrease the spread of germs and airborne illnesses. Panel is see-thru 

for easy viewing and cleaning.

Separate up to 2 cribs. Measures 37"L x 20"W x 59.5"H. Structure built weighs 40 

lbs. Assembly required. Cribs pictured not included.
• This item is not eligible for discounts.

• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for delivery.

$509.39

6-Station Clear Table Divider Shields - 58.5" x 29.5" x 16"
NC-35405

These new table divider shields give your students the ability to achieve physical 

separation and social distancing, while still being able to engage with one another 

and teachers. Easy to clean, just apply soap and water. Easily reposition and move 

with no necessary installation.

Dividers may also be used in other situations outside of learning centers. Measures 

58.5"L x 29.5"W x 16"H.
• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for

delivery.

$345.06

Clear Divider Panel (31"H x 48"L)
NC-85342

Our clear divider panels are perfect for dividing cots and mats. Create a quiet 

protected area or separate ages. Each vinyl panel includes two plastic feet that snap 

on to create a very stable base. Health provisions requires that all cots, mats or 

other sleeping places are at least 36" apart, unless separated by a solid barrier. 

Solid barrier can be placed between sleeping places. These dividers are in 

compliance with the ITERS-R™. They can be easily taken apart and placed on top 

of the cots or mats for storage. Measures 31"H x 48"L. Minimal assembly required.

$118.96



$129.95 $110.46

$105.95 $90.06

$135.95 $115.56Single Panel Clear Divider
NC-35363

Support healthy learning environments at school or home with these clear divider 

panels. Designed to provide teachers and caregivers with a clear view of many 

children at once, these durable panels help children feel a sense of community 

although they may be socially distanced in the classroom. Available in three sizes, 

panels feature easy-to-clean vinyl secured with elastic loops, a lightweight plastic 

frame, and  weighted support legs. Creating personal learning spaces for children is 

easy with these clear divider panels. Features: use panels to create individualized 

learning spaces, panels can be used vertically or horizontally, weighted divider 

panel legs included for added stability, and panels fold together for easy storage. 

Panel includes 2 support feet.

Measures 30 1/2"L x 1 1/4"W x 47 1/2"H each.
• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for delivery.

$115.56

Acrylic Tabletop Partition - 46" Wide
NC-35075

This 46" wide by 23 1/4" high partition is perfect for providing economical and 

effective sanitary protection. Ideal for use in early learning environments and child 

care centers on wide tables. Acrylic panel sits in fitted groove within its 15mm base. 

Panel is removable for easy cleaning. Made in USA.

$110.46

Acrylic Tabletop Partition - 23" Wide
NC-35076

This 23" wide by 23 1/4" high partition is perfect for providing economical and 

effective sanitary protection. Ideal for use in early learning environments and child 

care centers on desks or tables. Acrylic panel sits in fitted groove within its 15mm 

base. Panel is removable for easy cleaning. Made in USA.

$90.06



$335.95 $285.56

$475.95 $404.56

3-Panel Clear Divider
NC-35110

Support healthy learning environments at school or home with these clear divider 

panels. Designed to provide teachers and caregivers with a clear view of many 

children at once, these durable panels help children feel a sense of community 

although they may be socially distanced in the classroom. Available in three sizes, 

panels feature easy-to-clean vinyl secured with elastic loops, a lightweight plastic 

frame, flexible hinges, and weighted support legs. Creating personal learning 

spaces for children is easy with these clear divider panels. Features: use panels to 

create individualized learning spaces, panels can be used vertically or horizontally, 

weighted divider panel legs included for added stability, and panels fold together for 

easy storage. Panel includes 6 flexible hinges and has 2 support legs. Measures 30 

1/2"L x 1 1/4"W x 47 1/2"H each.
• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for

delivery.

$285.56

4-Panel Clear Divider
NC-35111

Support healthy learning environments at school or home with these clear divider 

panels. Designed to provide teachers and caregivers with a clear view of many 

children at once, these durable panels help children feel a sense of community 

although they may be socially distanced in the classroom. Available in three sizes, 

panels feature easy-to-clean vinyl secured with elastic loops, a lightweight plastic 

frame, flexible hinges, and weighted support legs. Creating personal learning 

spaces for children is easy with these clear divider panels. Features: use panels to 

create individualized learning spaces, panels can be used vertically or horizontally, 

weighted divider panel legs included for added stability, and panels fold together for 

easy storage. Panel includes 8 flexible hinges and 3 support legs. Measures 47 

1/2"L x 1 1/4"W x 59 1/2"H each.
• This item ships directly from the manufacturer. Please allow additional time for

delivery.

$404.56



$83.95 $71.36

$56.95 $48.41

$34.95 $29.71

$24.95 $21.21Developing Social and Emotional Skills Book Set (Set of 2)
NC-63348

4 years & up. "We Can Get Along" presents the idea of tolerance while supporting 

acts of kindness and conflict resolution. "Just Because I Am" invites children to 

appreciate themselves exactly how they are. Each contains a section for parents, 

teachers, and caregivers with activity and discussion ideas.

$21.21

Covid-19 Focused Books - Hardback
NC-35345

With children in mind, these four books focus on how the most recent coronavirus 

outbreak has affected our communities and schools. The books discuss topics 

including essential workers, flattening the curve, what a virus is, building healthy 

habits, and how children are learning and staying connected while schools are 

temporarily closed. Each book features real images, a review section, a glossary, 

and an index.

Hardback. 24 pages each.

$71.36

Staying Safe Books - Hardback and Paperback
NC-35098

3 years & up. These 4 books are the perfect set to help parents and caretakers talk 

to young children about what is going on in our world today. This seat features 1 

hardback book and 3 paperback books. Each book features 32 pages.

$48.41

Social Emotional Board Book Set - Set of 4
80-91968 • Page #79

18 months & up. Each book helps young children learn about their emotions. 

Identifying feeling is the first step in emotional intelligence. Showing example of 

what emotions look and feel like help children better understand how to deal with 

them in various situations.

$29.71



$69.95 $59.46

$49.95 $42.46

$479.95 $407.96

$39.95 $33.96

Social Distance Mats - Set of 10
NC-35027

Engage young learners while keeping them safe using these colorful Social 

Distancing Mats! Easy to incorporate into classroom layouts, these mats help 

introduce and reinforce the idea of social distancing in a way that is accessible and 

non-threatening to children. The calming mandala-inspired design of each circular 

mat helps create a safe space for each student as they physically distance during 

group activities like story time, classroom games, and circle time. Easy-to-clean and 

versatile, these mats are the perfect tools for promoting personal space and 

classroom wellness. Each mat measures 12.5" in diameter. Surface wash only. 

Includes 10 mats.

$59.46

Washable Rhythm Music Kit
NC-34583

3 years & up. This is the perfect music kit for home learning and classrooms! The 

musical instruments are easy to sanitize. The kit includes: 2 pairs of rhythm sticks, 2 

small star tambourines, 2 double egg shakers, 2 hand drums with mallets, and a 

durable storage container.

$42.46

12 Primary Blue Rest Mats
NC-88584-DB

Rest Mats are covered in washable vinyl. Mats include a name holder. Measures 

45"L x 23"W x 2" thick. Set of 12 mats.

$407.96

Rest Mat Single - Green
NC-46122-GR

This is the green rest mat only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more appealing! 

This mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled with 2 inch foam. This mat 

meets California TB 117 fire code specifications. Individual name card holders are 

attached to each mat for ease of identification. Mat measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" 

thick.

$33.96



$158.95 $135.11

$39.95 $33.96

$158.95 $135.11

$39.95 $33.96

Rest Mats Set of 4 - Green
NC-46123-GR

This is the set of 4 green rest mats only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more 

appealing! This flame-retardant mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled 

with 2" flame-retardant urethane foam. Mat meets California TB 117 fire code 

specifications. Individual name card holders are attached to each mat for ease of 

identification. Measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" thick.

$135.11

Rest Mat Single - Purple
NC-46122-PU

This is the purple rest mat only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more appealing! 

This mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled with 2 inch foam. This mat 

meets California TB 117 fire code specifications. Individual name card holders are 

attached to each mat for ease of identification. Mat measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" 

thick.

$33.96

Rest Mats Set of 4 - Purple
NC-46123-PU

This is the set of 4 purple rest mats only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more 

appealing! This flame-retardant mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled 

with 2" flame-retardant urethane foam. Mat meets California TB 117 fire code 

specifications. Individual name card holders are attached to each mat for ease of 

identification. Measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" thick.

$135.11

Rest Mat Single - Yellow
NC-46122-YL

This is the yellow rest mat only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more appealing! 

This mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled with 2 inch foam. This mat 

meets California TB 117 fire code specifications. Individual name card holders are 

attached to each mat for ease of identification. Mat measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" 

thick.

$33.96



$158.95 $135.11

$38.95 $33.11

$17.95 $15.26

$33.95 $28.86

First Cloth Books - Set of 3
NC-84836

These three cloth books are a truly unique touch and feel experience for babies. All 

are completely washable with high-quality fabric that is soft and snuggly.

$33.11

Rest Mats Set of 4 - Yellow
NC-46123-YL

This is the set of 4 yellow rest mats only. Bright, vivid colors make nap time more 

appealing! This flame-retardant mat is covered with tough, washable vinyl and filled 

with 2" flame-retardant urethane foam. Mat meets California TB 117 fire code 

specifications. Individual name card holders are attached to each mat for ease of 

identification. Measures 45"L x 23"W x 2" thick.

$135.11

Indestructibles Wordless Picture Books - Set of 3
NC-17390

Our indestructible books are perfect for your infant classroom because they are soft 

and paper-like, yet waterproof, tear-resistant, and dishwasher and washing machine 

washable! . The vivid artwork doesn't need words to keep the child's interest. Each 

book is designed to encourage conversation about the pictures. These titles by 

Kaaren Pixton will delight children everywhere. Titles include 'Creep! Crawl!', 

'Flutter! Fly!' and 'Wiggle! March!' Set of 3.

$15.26

Indestructibles(R) Wordless Animal Book Set - Set of 6
80-145656 • Page #73

Birth & up. Have fun learning and talking with your baby about all the fun animals 

you see in these vibrantly-illustrated Indestructibles® Animal Books. Set of 6 books. 

Illustrated by Kaaren Pixton. Paperback. 6 pages each. Features: Soft and paper-

like, Chew proof, Rip proof, Non-toxic, and Dishwasher and Washing Machine 

washable! Book Titles: Mama and Baby!, Jungle Rumble!, Plip-Plop Pond!, Creep! 

Crawl!, Flutter! Fly!, Wiggle! March!

$28.86



$18.95 $16.11

$44.95 $38.21

$33.95 $28.86

$43.95 $37.36

Crinkle Matching Owls
80-71326 • Page #110

12 months & up. Colorful fabric owls with ribbon feet and crinkle bodies for toddlers 

to match and sort. Embroidered features, satin ribbons and crinkles enhance tactile 

and sensory awareness. Included: 5 sets of 3 owls in orange, red, purple, blue, and 

green. Machine washable.

$28.86

Indestructibles(R) Baby Books - Set of 3
HG-145653

Birth & up. Have fun playing a game of peek-a-boo, going to the beach, and learning 

how to get ready for bed with Baby in this

vibrantly-illustrated Indestructibles® Baby Book set. Your little one will enjoy stories 

they can literally "chew on." Set of 3 books. Illustrated by Kate Merritt. Paperback. 6 

pages each. Features: Soft and paper-like, Chew proof, Rip proof, Non-toxic, and 

Dishwasher and Washing Machine washable! Book Titles: Baby Peekaboo, Beach 

Baby, Baby

Night-Night

$16.11

Deluxe Sit-Upons - Set of 4
10-20038 • Page #72

These multi-colored Deluxe Sit-Upons provides a comfortable seating option to 

designate personal space. Cushions feature convenient carrying handles for easy 

portability. Made of high-quality vinyl with 2" thick foam. Sit-Upons measure 12" in 

diameter. Surface washable.

Made in the USA. Included: 4 Deluxe Sit-Upon Cushions in red, yellow,

blue, and green (one cushion in each color).

$38.21

Infant Colorful Wrist Rattles - Set of 6
NC-81040

Birth & up. Brighten your infants' world with these lively crafted rattles. Simply 

stretch the band and attach to infant's wrist or ankle and they can rattle away. Each 

rattle is made to be machine washable for easy clean up. Encourage sensory 

exploration. Includes ladybug, pig, frog, dog, cow, and butterfly themed rattles.

$37.36



$119.95 $101.96

$27.95 $23.76

$144.95 $123.21

$238.95 $203.11Cube Chair - Set of 4 - Red
NC-33554-RD

12 months & up. Constructed of lightweight molded polyethylene and completely 

waterproof, these cube chairs can be used indoors or outdoors! Chairs have 

rounded edges and can be turned over to become 15" high tables. Seat heights of 7 

1/2" or 10". Set of 4 chairs.

$203.11

Soft Frame Wall Mirror
80-30555 • Page #88

Birth & up. Infants will be drawn to the soft blue color of this padded mirror and 

delight in their reflection. The color coordinates well with most decor and adds an 

extra softness to the wall. Acrylic mirror has a wooden back with a foam-filled, vinyl 

covered frame that is surface washable. The frame can be wiped down with a 

bleach solution and wiped off with clear water. Use a soft cloth and a spray on 

furniture polish to clean the acrylic mirror. Product must be secured to the wall for 

safety, hardware is not included. Measures 48" W x 15"H. Colorburst Half Slice Mat 

sold separately (item #30553).

$101.96

Fishies Plastic Links -16 piece
80-39270 • Page #119

12 months & up. Our 16 crazy fish links are perfect for hooking together, taking 

apart, sorting by color and building long chains. Made out of plastic and very easy to 

clean. Each set of fish come in a container with a handle to make pick up and travel 

easy. Each one is 5" long and completely washable.

$23.76

Primary Soft Shapes - Set of 12
80-30801 • Page #177

8 months & up. Toddlers and young children with delight in these cheerful colored 

blocks. Whether they are stacking them in unlimited ways or simply releasing 

energy with a rough-and-tumble time. The two-color soft, vinyl-covered blocks come 

in 3 different shapes. The set of 12 includes four 6" square cubes, four 6" triangles, 

and four 11 3/4" x 6" x 3" rectangles. Surface washable. Made in the USA.

$123.21



$11.95 $10.16

$11.95 $10.16

$6.95 $5.91

$32.95 $28.01

Magnetic Foam Lowercase Letters - Set of 52
NC-35408

3 years & up. Hands-on manipulative for activities involving letter and word 

recognition, phonics, spelling, writing and more. Set includes 36 blue consonants, 

14 red vowels, and 2 purple "y"s. Letters are soft, quiet, washable with reusable bag 

and measure from 5/8" to 1.75".

Includes 52 letters.

$10.16

Magnetic Foam Uppercase Letters - Set of 40
NC-35410

3 years & up. Hands-on manipulative for activities involving letter and word 

recognition, phonics, spelling, writing and more. Set includes 29 blue consonants, 

10 red vowels and 1 purple "y". Includes 40 pieces.

$10.16

Magnetic Foam Numbers - Set of 60
NC-35409

3 years & up. Hands-on manipulative for games and activities involving number 

recognition, practice skills such as place value, addition, subtraction, and 

multiplication. Set includes6 each of 0-9, 30 yellow (odd) and 30 green (even). 

Numbers are soft, quiet, washable with reusable bag, and measure approximately 

1.25".

$5.91

Baby Clemmy(R) Baby Soft Clemmy(R) - Sensory Car
HG-147792

6 months & up. Baby Soft Clemmy® are the safest blocks available and are perfect 

for very young babies. Your child can play, chew or squash the blocks in complete 

safety. This fun car has different textures and openings to stimulate sensory 

development. Little hands can easily open and close the lid on the top of the car to 

get the blocks out. The 8 Soft Clemmy® Blocks can be used in and out of the car, 

stacked together to make a variety of new and creative shapes. This colorful set 

stimulates visual perception, attention and observational skills. Soft, colorful, 

washable and non-toxic. 11" x 7.7" x 7.1".

$28.01



$30.95 $26.31

$20.95 $17.81

$12.95 $11.01

$90.95 $77.31

$18.95 $16.11

Baby Clemmy(R) Activity Box - 15 Soft Clemmy(R) Blocks
HG-147791

6 months & up. Baby Soft Clemmy® are the safest blocks available and are perfect 

for very young babies. Your child can play, chew or squash the blocks in complete 

safety. The colorful bucket includes 15 Soft Clemmy® blocks and a fun lid with lots 

of mechanical activities designed especially for young children. The 2 gears on the 

cover really turn! The swing and hatch-door make a cute peek-a-boo sound when 

turned, dropping the blocks into the bucket. This colorful set stimulates visual 

perception, attention and observational skills. Soft, colorful, washable and non-toxic. 

The color of the lid and gears will vary. 10.1" x 7.5" x 8.1".

$26.31

School & Craft Glue (Set Of 12)
10-60679 • Page #240

All purpose washable white glue lasts as long as 5 glue sticks or two 4 oz. bottles. 

Dries fast, won't clog and is non-wrinkling. 1.7 oz bottle.

$17.81

Purple Glue Sticks (Set of 30)
NC-89428

3 years & up. Perfect for children's crafting projects, these washable, non-toxic glue 

sticks go on purple, showing where the glue is placed, then disappears as it dries. 

Pack includes 30 glue sticks at .28 ounces each, great for the whole class. Store in 

a cool, dry place.

$11.01

Exersaucer(R) Moovin & Groovin
80-32668 • Page #194

4 - 12 months. This barn animal themed activity center offers rock, spin, and bounce 

actions to strengthen leg, back, and neck muscles.

Features a 3-position height adjustment and a machine-washable seat pad as well 

as removable toys that are easy to clean. Wide surrounding tray is landscaped to 

bring toys closer to baby, with 360 seat encouraging continual cause and effect 

learning. Meets or exceeds

ASTM Standards for Activity Centers.

$77.31

Student Paper Scissors (Set of 12)
10-87996 • Page #239

Plastic scisssors will cut paper only. They will not cut clothing, hair or skin. Perfect 

for younger children. Safe and washable.

$16.11



$15.95 $13.56

$16.95 $14.41

$18.95 $16.11

$94.95 $80.71

Alphabet Match Me Game
NC-39716

4 - 7 years. This matching game is an ideal outlet for children to use skills they've 

mastered! Cards and game boards are thick with rounded corners, washable 

surfaces, and real-life photos that delight little players. Players practice alphabet 

skills as they match uppercase and lowercase letters to photograph clues. Play six 

ways for hours of fun! Photos for real-life learning. Activities included. Sturdy storage 

box. 52 two-sided cards, 3" x 4". Instructions include multiple ways to play, allowing 

for varying skill levels. For 1 - 8 players.

$13.56

Messy Mats - Set of 5
10-88729 • Page #244

Protect tables and work surfaces with this set of 5 transparent mats. Ideal for craft 

activities from gluing and painting to any clay or modeling dough projects. Mats are 

waterproof, stain resistant and washable.

Marked with 2 cm squares for measuring. Set includes one of each:

blue, clear, green, yellow and pink. 19 11/16"L x 14 5/16"W.

$14.41

Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint - Classic, Neon, & Metalix - 18 Stixs
HG-145407

3 years & up. Take the mess out of painting! Simply uncap, twist, and paint! Kwik 

Stix uses a fast drying formula that allows them to dry in 90 seconds. No cups, 

smocks, water, or brushes required. Kwik Stix come in assorted vibrant colors with 

coverage that won't fade or crack. Works on paper, posters, cardboard, canvas, and 

wood. Kwik Stix must be capped when not in use. Non-toxic. Includes: 6 Classic 

colors, 6 Neon colors, and 6 Metalix colors.

$16.11

Kwik Stix Solid Tempera Paint - Classroom Pack (96 pack)
10-145401 • Page #230

3 years & up. Take the mess out of painting! Simply uncap, twist, and paint! Kwik 

Stix uses a fast drying formula that allows them to dry in 90 seconds. No cups, 

smocks, water, or brushes required. Kwik Stix come in assorted vibrant colors with 

coverage that won't fade or crack. Works on paper, posters, cardboard, canvas, 

wood, and more! Kwik Stix must be capped when not in use. Non-toxic. Includes 8 

of each color: White, Yellow, Orange, Red, Pink, Lime Green, Green, Light Blue, 

Blue, Purple, Brown, and Black.

$80.71



$10.95 $9.31

$120.95 $102.81

$89.95 $76.46

$24.95 $21.21

$27.95 $23.76

$1,480.68 $0.00

Kaplan Kolors Washable Tempera Paint Gallon Assortment (Set of 8)
10-16170 • Page #228

Add the convenience of washable paint to a rainbow of colors that won't streak, 

crack, or rub off. AP seal (non-toxic). Includes 1 gallon each of orange, white, green, 

black, purple, blue, yellow, and red.

$102.81

Chubby Brushes (set of 10)
10-84704 • Page #229

Great for inspiring little artists! Natural white boar bristle brushes with chubby plastic 

handles and a nickel-plated band. Measure 7 1/2"L x 5/8" diameter. Set of 10.

$9.31

Freight charges will be free for all UPS/small parcel products.

Kaplan Kolors Washable Tempera Paint Set of 6 Gallons
NC-46041

Add the convenience of washable paint to a rainbow of colors that won't streak, 

crack, or rub off. This set Includes 1 gallon each of Red, Orange, Yellow, Blue, 

Green and White. Smaller bottles sold separately.

$76.46

Non-Spill Paint Pots & Brushes Set
10-16231 • Page #229

Ten 3 1/2" non-spill pots have inner safety lid, brush rest, and colored caps with 

matching color brush handles. Cap colors include red, green, black, white, yellow, 

dark blue, orange, purple, brown, and light blue.

Each paint cup has two lids: an inner lid with tapered hole to dip a brush and reduce 

spilling, and an outer, color-coded air-tight cap to keep paint

fresh between art sessions. Paint not included.

$21.21

Paint Trays and 4-Color Watercolor Sets - Set of 6
NC-200027

These paint sets are sure to have little artists painting their very own masterpieces. 

Set includes six 4-color washable watercolor paint sets with a paint brushes and a 

durable plastic cases. Colors include: red, yellow, green, and blue. Paint is non-toxic 

and AP certified. Set of six round 10-well paint trays are made of durable plastic and 

can be used with a variety of paints.

$23.76

Additional Services

Freight $0.00




